
Default Setting 
Short press the “OK” button and the mount will automatically retract to the lowest position. To stop it, press the button again.

ReSet MoDe 
Long press the “OK” button for 3 seconds until you hear a beep, and the mount starts to move downwards. Then the mount will move upwards a 
little bit when reaching the lowest position and automatically come to a stop. The system resets successfully when the unit emits two beeps.

connect the Mount to a new Device 
Short press the “mem2” button five times, after each press you will hear a beep and at the fifth press two beeps, which 
indicates the mount is disconnecting from the current paired device. The disconnection is successful when the unit emits one beep.  
Then follow the Guidebook of Tuya App Installation and Operation to connect the mount to a new device.
note: lf the device is failed to search the mount when connecting, follow the above steps or restart the device to re-search the mount.

Remote control operation instructions      
Coding of Remote Control and Control Box   
SteP 1. When the mount is powered on, press the small button on the control box with a thin tool as shown.  
 The unit will emit a beep, indicating that the control box is on standby for program coding.
SteP 2. Press the “Set” button on the remote control, and you will hear repeated beeps for approximate 10 seconds indicating   
 that the remote control is being programmed. The unit will emit a beep again indicating success.
note: Clear up the historical data when replacing a new remote control to pair. Press the small button on the control box with hearing a  
 beep, and hold for 5 seconds to confirm the data-cleaning process is completed until you hear a beep again.

Hereby, transmedia Kabelverbindungen gmbh declares that the Motorized Monitor lift Stand (HP 63-1 L and HP 63-2 L) are in  
compliance with Directive 2014/53/EU. The full text of the EU declaration of conformity is available at the following internet address:
https://www.transmedia-germany.com/download

upward Movement
Press and hold the button to lift the 
mount. (Tips: Clear up all obstacles 

within the range of motion.)

Memory Setting
Long press the button for 3 seconds until you
hear a beep, indicating that the current position
has been saved to memory. The “mem” buttons
can each store a different position.

Downward Movement 
Press and hold the button to lower the mount. 
(Tips: Clear up all obstacles within the range of motion.)

Recall Memory
Press the button and the mount will  

automatically get to the position saved in the
corresponding button “mem1”.

Recall Memory
Press the button and the mount will automatically get 
to the position saved in the
corresponding button “mem2”.

lowest height limit Setting
Short press the button five times, after each press you 
will hear a beep and at the fifth press two beeps. This 

indicates the current height is now saved as the lowest 
height setting. The lowest height limit will be erased 

should the remote control be reset.

Memory Setting
Long press the button for 3 seconds until you hear  

a beep, indicating that the current position has  
been saved to memory. The “mem” buttons  

can each store a different position.

hP 63-1 l and hP 63-2 l
is powered by two aaa batteries (not included)

Never operate the mount without a TV installed!
Before power connection, be sure that bracket and the tv installed correctly. 
Keep the children away from power.

!


